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1100 E 58TH ST

Walk west and enter the Original Quadrangles
of the University of Chicago. With a just a few
exceptions, all the buildings that make up the
six quadrangles are Collegiate Gothic
(constructed between 1892 and 1932). The
vehicular streets in the quadrangles were
recently replaced with stone-paved pedestrian
walkways, resulting in a much more beautiful
exterior space, uncluttered by cars.
Wander through the historic quadrangles to the
southwestern quad and enter Bond Chapel. If
open, this is one the gems of the campus. The
stain glass in this intimate space is beautiful.
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ELLIS AVE

Walk through the open-air passage in the
Administration Building, at the west end of the
quad and walk north on Ellis Avenue to the
Regenstein Library and its recently completed
glass bubble reading room. Like an iceberg, this
building projects only one story above grade. An
open volume, that extends several stories below,
provides critical storage space for the vast library
collection.
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ELLIS AVE

Continue north along Ellis Avenue to the Henry
Moore sculpture, “Nuclear Energy”. This
memorial commemorates the first controlled
nuclear chain reaction that took place under the
bleachers of Stagg Field in 1942.
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ELLIS AVE AND 59TH ST

Head south on Ellis Avenue and cross the Midway
Plaisance. Walk southwest to the Logan Art
Center. With its tower, the building establishes a
strong presence at the western edge south of the
Midway. This building was recently completed to
provide facilities for students interested in the
arts, including music, drama, dance, visual arts,
and cinema.
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WOODLAWN AVE

Finally, walk east on 60th Street to Woodlawn
Avenue to see the new Rubenstein Forum. This
tower, which provides conference spaces for
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academic discourse across all University
disciplines, establishes a destination at the
eastern edge of the Midway.

For more information, visit https://chicagogreeter.com/
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